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Abstract
Transition metal oxides (TMOs) are an important class of materials that show a wide range of functionalities involving
spin, charge, and lattice degrees of freedom. The strong correlation between electrons in d-orbitals and the
multivalence nature give rise to a variety of exotic electronic states ranging from insulator to superconductor and
cause intriguing phase competition phenomena. Despite a burst of research on the multifarious functionalities in
TMOs, little attention has been paid to the formation and integration of an electret—a type of quasi-permanent
electric field generator useful for nanoscale functional devices as an electric counterpart to permanent magnets. Here,
we find that an electret can be created in LaMnO3 thin films by tip-induced electric fields, with a considerable surface
height change, via solid-state electrochemical amorphization. The surface charge density of the formed electret area
reaches ~400 nC cm−2 and persists without significant charge reduction for more than a year. The temporal evolution
of the surface height, charge density, and electric potential are systematically examined by scanning probe
microscopy. The underlying mechanism is theoretically analyzed based on a drift-diffusion-reaction model, suggesting
that positively charged particles, which are likely protons produced by the dissociation of water, play crucial roles as
trapped charges and a catalysis to trigger amorphization. Our finding opens a new horizon for multifunctional TMOs.

Introduction
Electrets, materials that retain quasi-permanent electric

charges or dipole moments generating internal and
external electric fields, have been intensively studied
because of their wide range of applications, such as in
microphones, xerography devices, sensors, actuators,
energy harvesting generators1,2, and silicon photovoltaic
devices3–5. Many studies have been conducted on
polymer-based organic electrets, such as polytetra-
fluoroethylene (PTFE) and cyclic transparent optical
polymer (CYTOP), due to their soft nature2,6,7 and
silicon-based inorganic materials, such as SiO2, Si3N4 and
their composite layers, because of their compatibility with
the silicon semiconductor industry1–5. In addition, various

binary oxide electrets have been introduced for passivat-
ing silicon surfaces and solar cell applications3–5,8–10.
Meanwhile, complex transition metal oxides (TMOs)

have spurred tremendous research interest due to their
various functionalities, such as colossal magnetoresistance,
high-temperature superconductivity, and electrochemical
catalytic activity11–13. However, the implementation of an
electret in complex TMOs has hitherto been little
explored, even though an electret hybridized with the
existing functionalities in TMOs enables us to envision
new functional architectures and properties. It must be
explored whether TMOs (LaMnO3 (LMO) in our case)
can be a base material to generate electrets. The possi-
bility of multiple oxidation (valence) states of transition
metal ions offers rich phase diagrams and competing
physical properties susceptibly tuned by external pertur-
bations11,12,14,15 and facilitates chemical complex ion
formation16–18 and catalytic activity13. However, the fea-
ture of variable oxidation states is also a reason hindering
the formation of electrets in TMOs due to fast
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neutralization through electronic screening and con-
sequent valence state changes.
Our strategy to tackle the problem is to increase the

disorder of the system, in which the electronic states are
expected to be strongly localized19, and therefore, elec-
tronic states containing excess charges can be sustained
for a long time. We used electrochemical amorphization
realized through scanning probe lithography (SPL)20,
whereby the electrochemical reaction can be activated in a
tip-sample geometry involving the natural formation of a
water bridge between the biased tip and the sample sur-
face through capillary condensation, forming an electro-
chemical cell21,22. Although SPL studies on TMOs have
focused on electronic conduction23–25 and topographic
properties21,26, studies on emergent electrostatic states in
complex TMOs have been little explored. Since an elec-
tret must have a high density of electric charges that is
preserved for an extended period of time, comprehensive
investigations of the electrostatic charges as well as their
retention are demanded to explore this idea.
As a target material, we employed LMO, which is an

insulator with (ππ0)-type ordering of anisotropic 3d eg
orbitals in Mn3+ (t32ge

1
g ) accompanied by the cooperative

Jahn-Teller distortion27,28. Appropriate hole doping of the
compound modulates the electronic and magnetic nat-
ures, including the colossal magnetoresistance phenom-
enon and phase separation11,15,29–34. From the perspective
of chemistry, LMO is receiving attention due to its high
electrocatalytic activity, which originates from single
electron occupancy in Mn eg orbitals and high covalence
between the transition metal ion and oxygen anions13.
Such electrochemically active materials are good candi-
dates for amorphization via SPL35–37.
In this work, we report an experimental demonstration

of an electret in TMOs. Highly stabilized charge patterns
are successfully realized in a LMO thin film using elec-
trochemical amorphization triggered by tip-induced
electric fields. We confirm the existence of electric fields
outside the film and quantify the electrostatic surface
potential by scanning probe microscopy techniques. The
surface charge density is estimated to be on a similar
order of magnitude to those of commercially available
electrets, and the field associated with the charge is ver-
ified to persist for more than a year. A simulation study of
our drift-diffusion-reaction model in comparison with
various detailed experimental features, such as the natural
height expansion, suggests that externally injected pro-
tons during the electroforming process act as an elec-
trochemical catalyst to convert the crystalline LMO to an
amorphous phase in the diffusion-limited regime while
the concentration of the mobile catalytic species dimin-
ishes with time. The combined theoretical and experi-
mental studies provide an in-depth understanding of the
electrochemical reaction in LMO.

Materials and methods
Synthesis of LMO thin films
LMO thin films with a La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 bottom electrode

were deposited on a (110)O-oriented DSO substrate
(CrysTec GmbH) using pulsed laser deposition with a KrF
excimer laser (λ= 248 nm). Growth was performed at a
temperature of 950 °C and an oxygen partial pressure of
10 mTorr. The laser fluence was 0.24 J cm−2 with a
repetition rate of 10 Hz. After deposition, the films were
cooled to room temperature at a rate of 10 °C min−1 in a
vacuum environment (~10−6 Torr) to resolve the cation
vacancy issue by reducing excess oxygen. Details of the
orbital ordering in the films can be found elsewhere28.

Characterization of surface morphology and surface
charge
The surface topographies of the pristine LMO thin film

were characterized using atomic force microscopy (AFM)
(Veeco-DI Multimode V equipped with a Nanoscope
controller V) with conducting Pt-coated Si tips (HQ:
NSC35/Pt, MikroMasch). The phase shift maps were
obtained using electrostatic force microscopy (EFM) in
interleave mode after measuring the surface topographies
in tapping mode. In the EFM measurements, the tip floated
50 nm above the sample surface. Kelvin probe force
microscopy (KPFM) measurements were carried out to
determine the surface potentials of the sample over time,
and the surface morphologies were simultaneously
obtained. The tip floated 50 nm above the sample surface in
KPFM measurements. All measurements were performed
at a tip sweeping speed of 5 μm s−1.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurement
To characterize the cross-sectional crystallographic

structure and perform EELS measurements, we employed
an aberration-corrected Titan cubed G2 60–300 (FEI)
equipped with double Cs correctors and a mono-
chromator. The samples were prepared by the focused ion
beam (FIB) method using a FEI Quanta 3D FEG. Before
the FIB process, Ti and Pt were deposited by DC mag-
netron sputtering to protect the film from the Ga ion
beam during the focused ion beam (FIB) lift-out process.

Drift-diffusion-reaction model
To reflect the volume expansion due to the chemical

reaction in our model, which will be explained later using
Eqs. (2)–(5), we considered the increment of the spatial
element (Δz) after time Δt at position z as follows:

Δz ¼ λ� 1
ρLMO

knPnLMOΔt ð1Þ
where ρLMO represents the number density, ~1.6 × 1022

cm−3, of the crystalline LMO unit cells. The space-charge-
induced electric field was calculated on the assumption that
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the infinite sheet charge density varies along the z-axis
according to the Gauss law, i.e., E z; tð Þ ¼R z
0dz′e nP z′; tð Þ þ γna�PLMO z′; tð Þð Þ=2ε� R h

z dz′e nP z′; tð Þþð
γna�PLMO z′; tð ÞÞ=2ε, where ɛ is the dielectric constant
10ɛ0 and h is the film thickness. The electric potential was
calculated to be V z; tð Þ � V 0; tð Þ ¼ �R z

0Eðz′; tÞdz′. We
categorized the overall simulation processes as two steps
before and after the tip bias was turned off at t= 0. In the
preprocess step (t < 0), we started with a surface charge
density of positively charged particles of ~3 × 1012 e cm−2

with a uniform depth of 8 nm, we assumed that the
chemical reaction coefficient was 10,000 times enhanced
as a result of the external field of the biased tip, and we
relaxed the charge distribution until the chemical reaction
was completed for ~5ms, which was short enough to
neglect the diffusion effect. In the step at t > 0 without
external fields, we tracked the chemical process and
diffusion to monitor the natural expansion and surface
potential change using the charge configuration saturated
in the preprocess step.

Results and discussion
Electret formation
We prepared an ~20-nm-thick LMO thin film with an

~2-nm-thick La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 bottom electrode on a
(110)O-oriented DyScO3 (DSO) substrate (where the
subscript O stands for the orthorhombic index) by pulsed
laser deposition under a high-temperature growth con-
dition that maintains the orbital ordering even in thin
films28. The electric voltages and potentials mentioned in
this paper are defined as relative values with respect to the
bottom electrode. Figure 1a shows a topographic image
of a pristine region (PR) of the film measured by AFM. An
atomically flat surface with stripe twin domains along
[110]O was detected because of the anisotropic misfit
strain in the LMO film grown on the orthorhombic DSO
substrate38. The crystal structure was confirmed by a
conventional X-ray θ-2θ scan (Supplementary Fig. 1). No
noticeable impurity peaks in addition to the film and sub-
strate peaks were detected in the wide range of scan angles.
To form the charge patterns, we used conductive Pt-

coated Si tips. The typical radius of a tip was ~20 nm, and
the distance between the cantilever and the tip apex was
12–18 μm. A 5 × 5 μm2 region was scanned by a con-
ductive tip biased at a forming voltage (VEf) of+ 10 V (the
electric field strength was estimated to be ~5 × 106 V cm−1

considering the film thickness of 20 nm) while holding
direct contact between the tip and sample surface under
ambient conditions. In a scan, the trajectory of the tip
draws a zigzag path in which the tip moves forward and
backward along the fast scan direction at a constant speed
of 5 μm s−1, while the tip moves downward along the slow
scan direction at a rate of 1 line s−1. The region was
formed by scanning 2 × 128 lines.

The surface topography and electrostatic state in the
electrically formed region (EfR) were characterized by
AFM, EFM and KPFM, as shown in Fig. 1b–d. Figure 1b, c
shows the simultaneously obtained surface topography
and EFM phase map relative to the PR under VEFM=+
4 V (here, “VEFM” represents the voltage applied to the tip
during the EFM measurement). The EfR on a square and
protruding region had a different electrostatic state from
the PR. In terms of the topography, the EfR was ~8 nm
higher than the PR, as shown in the line profile in Fig. 1e.
The sharp boundary, flat plateau, and nearly preserved
surface structure validate that a distinctive and uniform
forming process was performed. The enhanced spiky
surface topography in the EfR is attributed to crystal
orientation-dependent chemical activity39. To elucidate
whether the SPL was activated through a water bridge
between the tip and the sample surface, we investigated
the humidity-dependent height expansion (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 2) and found that a higher height was formed at
higher humidity. Water molecules can be decomposed in
electric fields, producing protons. The humidity depen-
dence suggests that the height change most likely involves
the penetration of the protons created by water splitting
into the underneath material21. The positive tip voltage
generates a downward electric field that causes the posi-
tive ions to migrate toward the material. In contrast, when
the opposite polarity electric field was used, no volume
expansion was detected (Supplementary Fig. 3). This
proton injection resembles the potassium ion injection
into silicon oxides for electret formation40,41 and the field
effect surface passivation of solar cells42.
To confirm the electrostatic states of the film, we per-

formed EFM with various bias voltages, i.e., VEFM
43–45. As

shown in Fig. 1f, g, we confirmed that the phase shift in
the EfR clearly shows a linear dependence on VEFM. The
linear dependence of the cantilever phase shift on VEFM

reflects an interaction between the space charges on the
sample surface and the cantilever tip. Since a positive
(negative) phase shift reveals a repulsive (attractive)
interaction45, we definitely concluded that excessive
positive charges exist in the formed area. Meanwhile, a
purely quadratic dependence was observed in the PR
(Supplementary Fig. 4), which is due to a capacitive
interaction between the neutral sample and the tip.
To determine the surface charge density in the EfR, we

measured the electric potential at the top surface of the
film relative to the bottom electrode using KPFM46, as
shown in Fig. 1d, h. Since the radius of the tip (~20 nm)
was much smaller than the EfR, we were able to estimate
the surface charge density (σ) using the simple infinite-
area charge density model. The value of σ was estimated
to be σ= 2ɛV/h′ ~ 400 nC cm−2, where V represents the
measured surface potential, ɛ is the dielectric constant of
LMO47, and h′ is the effective film thickness, which is
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estimated to be ~20 nm smaller than the total film
thickness of the electroformed area (~28 nm). This is
because not all charges reside on the top surface with an
infinitesimal width but are distributed within the elec-
troformed film with a charge depth profile that will be
addressed later in this paper. The estimated value of σ
corresponds to ~3 × 1012 e cm−2 (e is the elementary
charge), which is on the same order of magnitude as the
representative high charge density reported in CYTOP
and SiO2 electrets

2.
To investigate the forming voltage VEf dependence, we

fabricated a stepwise pattern using various VEf from+ 1 V
to+ 10 V and measured the topographic and electrostatic
states immediately after formation. Figure 2 shows the
surface topographies and corresponding relative EFM
phase maps measured at VEFM= 4 V. Clearly, the higher
the VEf applied, the higher the heights fabricated. The
changes in height for VEf < 3 V were not clearly detected,

which is ascribed to the weak activity of the water
decomposition. Meanwhile, the EFM phase becomes
saturated at VEf > 4 V (Fig. 2c, g and Supplementary Fig. 5).
Since the EFM phases reflect the amount of injected
charges, the saturation behavior reveals that the number
of charges is limited by the finite amount of water con-
densed between the tip and the sample. In contrast, the
height of the EfR still shows a quadratic increase for VEf >
4 V (the inset of Fig. 2f) because the chemical reaction
becomes more active under higher external electric fields.
To determine the long-term stability of the EfR as a

requirement of electrets, we measured the height and the
EFM phase again on the 449th day after formation.
Comparing the heights on the 0th and 449th days, an
additional height increase was detected in the EfR for the
VEf > 4 V region (Fig. 2b, f). The sample had been stored in
ambient conditions. Remaining charges were still detected
in the EfRs formed with VEf > 4 V, while the charges were

Fig. 1 Formation of the charge pattern. a Surface topographic image of the pristine film. The white boxed area indicates the region scanned by a
positively biased tip. b Topographic image after the electroforming process. c Relative EFM phase map measured under VEFM=+4 V. d Relative
surface potential map in the same region. e Height profiles before (blue) and after (red) the electroforming process. f Relative EFM phase profiles and
g average relative phase values in the electroformed regions for various VEFM values. The light red line is a guideline for the eye. h Profile data of the
relative surface potential. All scale bars represent 2 μm, and all profile data were obtained from the corresponding red dotted lines in a–d.
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nearly neutralized for the VEf < 4 V regions (Fig. 2d, g and
Supplementary Fig. 5). The behaviors of the height and
residual charges indicate that in the region where an
additional height increase occurred, the injected charges
are retained for many days, and in the other regions, the
charges easily vanish. Therefore, long-term stability of the
charge patterns was achieved with VEf > 4 V, and the
remaining charges activated the additional height expan-
sion. We presume that the additional height increase
occurs via long-term diffusion of the injected protons and
their chemical reaction with the LMO. The additional
expansion provides useful insights into the detailed fea-
tures of the chemical reaction, which will be
discussed below.

Crystallographic structures
To confirm the crystallographic structure beneath the

surface after the formation, we obtained high-angle
annular dark-field (HAADF) images including a PR and
an EfR. Figure 3a shows low magnification HAADF ima-
ges containing both regions. The height difference
between the PR and EfR was clearly recognized, and a
color contrast between both regions near the surface was
observed. Figure 3b and c presents atomic images near the
film surfaces of the PR and EfR, respectively. The PR had
regular atomic arrangements, while the EfR had irregular
atomic arrangements, indicating the formation of an
amorphous phase. Figure 3d, e depicts fast Fourier
transform (FFT) images of the atomic arrangements
within the white dotted boxes in Fig. 3b, c. The FFT image

of the EfR indicated an amorphous phase, while clear
periodic diffraction peaks were observed in the PR. Elec-
trochemical amorphization has often been observed in
TMOs due to redox reactions under high electric currents
or potentials35–37. Water-mediated amorphization via
hydrogen injection was also reported during SPL21.
Although the mechanism of amorphization is not yet
clearly understood, we hypothesize that the stabilization
of the electret properties can be ascribed to the increased
disorder in the chemical arrangement and injection of
extrinsic impurities during the electroforming process.
The electronic states of the amorphous phase are highly
expected to be spatially localized as a result of the
Anderson localization mechanism19, and the injected
impurities, such as protons, would induce deep trap
levels48, which hinder charge neutralization. Local elec-
trical measurements (Supplementary Fig. 6) evidently
show that the EfR had a higher resistance than the PR due
to the amorphization. We also note that amorphization
caused a volume expansion of ~200%, thereby producing
relatively dark contrast in the Z-contrast images. Such low
ionic density enables us to speculate a porous structure at
the atomic level, although we can hardly observe the
details due to random averaging of the atomic arrange-
ments through the foil thickness of the TEM specimen
along the zone axis.

Drift-diffusion-reaction model
To gain deeper insight into the underlying mechanism,

we theoretically constructed a drift-diffusion-reaction

Fig. 2 Long-term stability of the EfRs formed with various VEf. Topographic images on the a 0th and b 449th days after formation. Relative EFM
phase maps on the c 0th and d 449th days after formation, measured under VEFM= 4 V. e Applied voltages (VEf) in the forming process, and
corresponding f height profiles and g relative EFM phase profiles on the 0th and 449th days. The inset of f represents the average heights on the 0th
day for a given VEf, with a light blue guideline for the eye. The greenish (yellowish) region indicates VEf= 1 V to 4 V (VEf= 5 V to 10 V) regions. The
profile data were obtained along the horizontal red dotted lines on the corresponding images. All scale bars in a–d represent 2 μm.
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system with the concentrations of chemical substances
changing spatially and temporally due to diffusion, drift
and local chemical reactions whereby the substances are
transformed into another phase. Similar diffusion-
reaction models have been employed to describe biolo-
gical pattern growth49, chemical growth50 and metal
oxidation51. More specifically, in our case, we deal with
the injected positively charged particles (P) that exhibit
catalytic activity transforming the crystalline LMO med-
ium into an amorphous medium. During solid-state
amorphization, P are sometimes stuck in the amorphous
medium and can become immobile, thereby decreasing
the local density of mobile P and inducing charged
amorphized LaMnO3 substituted by P (a-PLMO), i.e.,

γPþ þ LaMnO3 ! a� PγLaMnO3
� �γþ

; ð2Þ

where γ represents the molar ratio of trapped or
substituted P per formula-unit reaction. We regard P as
mobile particles, a-PLMO as a permeable medium, and
LMO as an impermeable medium. Since it has been
reported that hydration of LMO is thermodynamically
unfavorable52, only a-PLMO can play the role of a
medium for ionic migration of P. Furthermore, the
amorphous area in the TEM study was expected to be
porous, thus providing broad enough paths for P to
migrate53,54.

Therefore, the injected mobile P diffuse and drift in
space-charge-induced electric fields through the a-PLMO
medium and can be consumed in the conversion of LMO
into a-PLMO (Fig. 4a). With the chemical process, a one-
dimensional drift-diffusion-reaction model can be set as
follows:

∂nP
∂t

¼ ∂

∂z
D
∂nP
∂z

� �
� ∂JP

∂z
� knPnLMO ð3Þ

∂nLMO

∂t
¼ �knPnLMO ð4Þ

∂na�PLMO

∂t
¼ þknPnLMO ð5Þ

Here, nP, nLMO, and na-PLMO represent the number density
of the mobile P, LMO, and a-PLMO, and they depend on
the elapsed time t and position z. D stands for the diffu-
sivity of the P in the a-PLMO medium. JP indicates the
current density, defined as JP= nPμE, where μ is the
mobility of P and E is the local electric field at time t and
position z. The μ values are coupled with D by the Ein-
stein relation, i.e., D= μkBT/e, where kB, T, and e are the
Boltzmann constant, temperature, and elementary charge,
respectively. k represents the reaction rate constant of the
conversion of LMO to a-PLMO by the P. The volume

Fig. 3 HAADF images of a cross-sectional LMO thin film containing the boundary of an EfR and its neighboring PR. a Large area image of the
film and substrate, including both regions. The white vertical dotted line separates the two regions. High-resolution images of the b PR and c EfR. The
horizontal white dotted lines in b and c represent boundaries between the substrate and film. The reciprocal space images of the d PR and e EfR
were obtained by fast Fourier transform of the white dashed boxes in b, c. The red box in d represents the pseudocubic reciprocal unit cell of LMO.
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expansion was considered by introducing the density ratio
(λ) of LMO to a-PLMO, which was experimentally
determined to be ~2 according to the TEM result. We
used the diffusivity of protons experimentally determined
in a manganite, i.e., D ~ 10−18 cm2 s−1 55.
We performed simulations with settings of γ ~ 10−4 and

k ~ 10−22 cm3 s−1 (Fig. 4b–g). This value of γ at the given
diffusivity of protons can be chosen because it is a primary
factor determining the final height at saturation (see
Supplementary Fig. 7). On the other hand, the value of k
does not make a large difference in the simulations with
three orders of magnitude different values, indicating that
our simulation is in the diffusion-limited regime, that is,
the chemical reaction is fast enough and the slow varia-
tion is governed by the diffusion and drift processes of P.
In the incipient stage, the relatively high density of P with
the pristine LMO causes a high chemical reaction that
converts the impermeable LMO to the permeable a-
PLMO, thereby leading to a large density gradient of P.
This large gradient induces fast diffusion into the inter-
face and consequently stimulates the reaction. The repe-
ated processes result in a rapid increase of the top surface
at the initial stage.
The catalytic reactant P are gradually lost at a rate of one

per ~10,000 chemical reactions at γ~ 10−4 and finally dis-
appear, leading to saturation. Figure 4e–g shows the rapid
reduction in the densities and gradients around the phase
boundary. Therefore, the height expansion exponentially

decreases with time, and the expansion is saturated after the
depletion of P. Although further studies are required to
clarify the microscopic origin of the P permeability in a-
PLMO, we propose that the biased tip dissociates the water
and injects protons similarly to in a previous report21. The
injected protons undergo diffusion driven by density gra-
dients and drift under space-charge-induced electric fields,
and the LMO is amorphized by the chemical reaction with
the aid of protons.

Time evolution of the electret
From the simulation study, we expect that the natural

height expansion reaches saturation after approximately
10 days, and the additional increase is as much as ~100%
compared to the initial expansion (~6 nm) created by the
biased tip. In addition, the depth profiles of the positive P
and a-PLMO enable prediction of the time-evolution of
the surface potential as well as the value of the potential
itself. To confirm our theoretical expectation, we prepared
an EfR and carefully observed the topography and surface
potential as a function of elapsed time within a month
(Fig. 5). Figure 5a, b presents selected topographic images
on the 0th and 20th days. The height showed a uniform
increase with negligible lateral expansion. The line pro-
files over time (Fig. 5c) also confirmed the systematic
height increase with nearly preserved surface topography.
Figure 5d summarizes the temporal evolution of the
average height, and the experimental results showed

Fig. 4 Representative simulation result of the drift-diffusion-reaction model. a Schematic of the depth profile used for the model. Protons
diffuse and drift through the permeable a-PLMO medium and react with the impermeable LMO when they meet at a certain position. Density depth
profiles of b np, c nLMO, and d na-PLMO plotted as a function of elapsed time after the electroforming process. The position ‘0’ represents the top
surface of the film for the PR. e–g Density profiles for each element at four selected times. The arrow in e depicts the height increase over time.
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excellent agreement with the simulation line. Addition-
ally, we monitored the time dependence of the surface
potential for an identical EfR using KPFM (Fig. 5e–h). The
surface potential, which is a result of the charge depth
profile over the expanded film, exhibited a slight reduc-
tion with time of ~400mV, also showing a reasonably
good match with the simulation.

Conclusions
We demonstrated the formation of highly stabilized

charge patterns as an electret emerging in a perovskite
LMO thin film. By employing SPL, positive charges were
injected into the film, thereby inducing solid-state elec-
trochemical amorphization. The charge patterns slowly
vertically expanded until the diffusion-limited catalytic
reaction and resultant height change were saturated in a
week. Additionally, the formed electrostatic charge den-
sity was maintained without degradation for more than a
year, indicating that the injected charges were still kept
therein without significantly escaping from the electret
and/or being largely screened by external charges. Based
on the drift-diffusion-reaction model in conjunction with
the catalytic proton diffusion and trapping hypothesis, we
were able to understand the expansion of the amorphous
phase and the evolution of charge profiles. Our findings
not only introduce a new electret based on TMOs but also
provide useful insights into the dynamic features of the
electrochemical reaction.
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